mDepot: Mobile Depot for Distribution
Industry: All (With Distribution)
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Device: Android

Empowering Depots/Warehouses to receive goods from manufacturer and
dispatch goods to the distribution network
Business Driver points

 Manufacturing unit may not afford a
system with access to ERP to all the
warehouses / depots. Hence the
Warehouse / Depot in charge has to
maintain a physical ledger and do
manual entries for the goods received
and issued. Later it has to communicated
to the plant to update the ERP.
 Warehouse in charge has to spend large
amount of time in manual interactions for
retrieving and updating information
from/to SAP ERP instead of focusing on
regular work.
 Do not have the accurate data to validate
the sales activities

mDepot Screenshots

Solution Benefits
 Self service application to post the Goods
receipt and The Goods Issue which is existing in
ERP.
 Enhanced Customer Satisfaction: Improved
response times to manufacturers with accurate
info
 Automation of manual processes, manufacturer
gets near real time update from warehouse,
enables automation at remote location as well,
improves efficiency
 Easy to Deploy

Solution Architecture

Allows Depots/Warehouses to receive goods from manufacturer and
dispatch goods to the distribution network
For more information Contact:
Parag.jain@arteriatech.com

Disclaimer and Liability Notice
This document may discuss sample coding or other information that does not include SAP
official interfaces and therefore is not supported by SAP. Changes made based on this
information are not supported and can be overwritten during an upgrade.
SAP will not be held liable for any damages caused by using or misusing the information,
code or methods suggested in this document, and anyone using these methods does so
at his/her own risk.
SAP offers no guarantees and assumes no responsibility or liability of any type with
respect to the content of this technical article or code sample, including any liability
resulting from incompatibility between the content within this document and the materials
and services offered by SAP. You agree that you will not hold, or seek to hold, SAP
responsible or liable with respect to the content of this document.

